
“My aim and desire for writing these books was to raise the level of awareness about issues 
concerning the internal security of our nation. But very soon I realized a concerted strategy 
through viable, sustainable relationships between various growth oriented sectors of the 
economy is a must for the overall national progress. This led to the initiation of the “Secured 
Governance” concept, which is vividly discussed in the books. The methodology aims at creating 
an independent, self-sufcient economy with minimal dependence on the government funding.

Secured Governance implies to a strategy of collective leadership translating into collective 
action. It streamlines and promotes efciency in the functioning of  various aspects of a 
nation's governance and security, while facilitating all-round development of the economy and 
its people.”  
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Book on ‘Security Requirements of  Madhya Pradesh - A National Perspective’

“...It is enlightening to know various dimensions of  safety and security of  nation elaborated in the Security 
Requirements of  Madhya Pradesh - A National Perspective. I record my appreciation for spreading understanding 
about an idea of  Security.”

Book on ‘Security Requirements of  Gujarat - A National Perspective’ 

“..The book is an exhaustive effort over-viewing Gujarat since its origin to its latest status of  robust development in 
the national perspective... I congratulate Dr. P. Sekhar, for his conceptualized creation, depicting analytical view over 
glorious Gujarat  in a very classic way.”

Sh. Narendra Modi, Hon’ble Prime Minister of India

Sh. Prakash Javadekar, Member of Parliament, Spokesperson, BJP

Shivraj Singh Chouhan CM, Madhya Pradesh

Lt. Gen S Ravi Shankar, Director General - Border Roads

Jimmy Delshad, Former Mayor of Beverly Hills, California (USA)

“..I really appreciate the kind of  effort and elaborate exercise Dr. P. Sekhar has taken up in bringing out this book... 
In my view... this will always be remembered as one of  the pioneering work at the time when we as a nation are 
taking nascent strides for being technologically secured and equipped..”

Book on ‘Security Requirements of  India - A Global Perspective’ 

“..I Congratulate Dr. P. Sekhar on bringing out this extraordinary series of  books... the unique idea of  Secured 
Governance developed by Dr. Sekhar... can be a major catalyst in the overall economic growth and progress of  the 
nation...” Book on ‘Secured Transportation - An Engine for Techno-Economic Growth”

“..It was most notable to understand contributions of  Dr. Sekhar towards creation of  unique development 
mechanism for National Development...Secured Governance with Techno-Economic Corridor will help in boosting the 
economic growth not only for developing nations but will also help extensively in developed countries.

Book on ‘United States of  America - A Global Perspective”
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